
TRIPLET EXPANSION AND DISEASE



Poly Gln 

Space-filling models of various three-coiled β-helices 
viewed along their axes











Modelli animali



UPS- ubiquitinproteasome system 
ERAD- endoplasmic reticulum-associated degradation 





Atassia SpinoCerebellare



SCA7 knockin mice model human SCA7 and reveal gradual 
accumulation of mutant ataxin-7 in neurons

• We targeted 266 CAG repeats (a number that causes infantile-onset 
disease) into the mouse Sca7 locus to generate an authentic model of 
spinocerebellar ataxia type 7 (SCA7). 

• These mice reproduced features of infantile SCA7 (ataxia, visual 
impairments, and premature death) and showed impaired short-term 
synaptic potentiation; downregulation of photoreceptor-specific genes, synaptic potentiation; downregulation of photoreceptor-specific genes, 
led to shortening of photoreceptor outer segments. 

• Neurons that appeared most vulnerable had relatively high levels of 
mutant ataxin-7; marked dysfunction occurred in these neurons weeks 
prior to the appearance of nuclear inclusions. 

• These data demonstrate that glutamine expansion stabilizes mutant 
ataxin-7 and  provide an explanation for selective neuronal 
vulnerability.





cAMP-response element-binding protein and heat-shock 
protein 70 additively suppress polyglutamine-mediatedtoxicity 

in Drosophila

Kanae Iijima-Ando†, Priscilla Wu, Eric A. Drier‡, Koichi Iijima, and Jerry C. P. 
Yin§

PNAS July 19, 2005 vol. 102 no. 29 10261–10266

mutation in the Drosophila homolog of CREB, dCREB2



The protective effect of Hsp70 and dCREB2 against 
Q108-mediated lethality are additive. 

The survival rates for the flies with polyQ only, 
polyQ plus an extracopy of dCREB2 polyQ plus an extracopy of dCREB2 
(polyQgdCREB), polyQ plus Hsp70 
(polyQHsp70), and polyQ plus both gdCREB and 
Hsp70 (polyQgdCREBHsp70) are shown.

There is a significant difference between polyQ and 
polyQgdCREB, polyQ and polyQHsp70, and 
polyQHsp70 and polyQgdCREBHsp70





Età

HD

Età

Numero Triplette



Huntingtin
• A polyglutamine expansion in the N terminus 

of htt (N-htt) causes neurodegeneration in 
Huntington disease (HD) and accumulation 
of htt in neuronsof htt in neurons



Cleavage fragments of huntingtin (htt) represents 
an early pathological change in brains of 
Huntington’s disease (HD) patients

Altered  regulation of transcription and apoptosis 
in HD 

Caspases cleave htt



Caspase-6  (+) cleaves mutant htt selectively in HD53 (mouse model of HD 120 CAG repeats), 
murine brain, resulting in a 115 kDa fragment (arrow)



• To determine whether caspase cleavage of 
htt is a key event in the neuronal htt is a key event in the neuronal 
dysfunction and selective 
neurodegeneration in HD, we generated 
mice expressing caspase-3- and caspase-6-
resistant mutant htt.



Htt exon 13 encodes aa 584 to 624 and contains the active caspase-6 site 
at position 586 (583IVLD586)
Mutation at residue 586 generates  C6Resistant  htt



Caspase-6  (+) cleaves mutant htt selectively in HD53 (mouse model of HD 120 CAG repeats), 
murine brain, resulting in a 115 kDa fragment (arrow)

BUT NOT C6R7 and C6R13 (htt with caspase 6 cleavage  site inactivated and 133 CAG repeats  ),



• Mice expressing mutant htt, resistant to • Mice expressing mutant htt, resistant to 
cleavage by caspase-6 maintain normal 
neuronal function and do not develop 

striatal neurodegeneration.



Inhibition of Caspase 6 Cleavage  of Mutant Huntingtin 
Prevents Neurodegeneration In Vivo



• Mice expressing mutant htt, resistant to • Mice expressing mutant htt, resistant to 
cleavage by caspase-6 but not caspase-3,
maintain normal neuronal function and do 

not develop striatal neurodegeneration.



Inhibition of Caspase 6 Cleavage  of Mutant Huntingtin 
Prevents Neurodegeneration In Vivo
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Poly Ala 

Space-filling models of various three-coiled β-helices 
viewed along their axes



Poly Gln 

Space-filling models of various three-coiled β-helices 
viewed along their axes





Espansioni Poli Ala -2009)



Common pathological events leading to cell dysfunction 
or death in polyalanine diseases



Poli Ala Simpolidattilia





Espansioni Poli Ala -2009)



PABN1



OPMD phenotype in Drosophila PABPN1-17ala



Suppression of OPMD phenotypes in Drosophila by intramuscular 
expression of anti-PABPN1 single-chain antibodies



Suppression of OPMD phenotypes in Drosophila by intramuscular 
expression of anti-PABPN1 single-chain antibodies

Immunostaining of adult thoracic muscles showing the nuclear accumulation of the 3F5 intrabody.

The intrabody was detected
using anti-myc antibody
DNA was revealed 
with DAPI.



Suppression of OPMD phenotypes in Drosophila PABPN1-17alaby 
intramuscular expression of anti-PABPN1 single-chain antibodies



Post-translational modification of 
polyQ proteins.


